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THIS paper started out as a survey of the uses of "education" variables
in aggregate production functions and of the problems associated with
the measurement of such variables and with the specification and esti-
mation of models that use them. It soon became clear that some of the
issues to be investigated (e.g., the relative contributions of ability and
schooling to a labor quality index) were very complex and possessed a
literature of such magnitude that any "quick" survey of it would be both
• superficial and inadvisable. This paper, therefore, is in the fonn of a
• } progress report on this survey, containing also a list of questions which
this literature and future work may help eventually to elucidate. Not all
• of the interesting questions will be asked, however, nor all of the pos-
sible problems raised. I have limited myself to those areas which seem
to require the most immediate attention as we proceed beyond the work
already accomplished.
As it currently stands, this paper first recapitulates and brings up to
date the construction of a "quality of labor" index based on the changing
distribution of the U. S. labor force by years of school completed. It then
Nom: The work on this paper has been supported by National Science Foun-
dation Grants Nos. GS 712 and OS 2026X. I am indebted to C. A. Anderson, Mary
Jean Bowman, E. F. Denison, R. J. Gordon, and T. W. Schultz for comments
and suggestions.
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surveys several attempts to "validate" such an index through the esti-
mation of aggregate production functions and reviews some alternative
approaches suggested in the literature. Next, the question of how many
"dimensions" of labor itis useful to distinguish is raised and explored
briefly. The puzzle of the apparent constancy of rates of return to edu-
cation and of skilled-unskilled wage differentials in the last two decades
provides a unifying thread through the latter parts of this paper as the
discussion turns to the implications of the ability-education-income inter-
relationships for the assessment of the contribution of education to
growth, the possible sources of the differential growth in the demand for
educated versus uneducated labor, and the possible complementarities
between the accumulation of physical and human capital. While many
questions are raised, only a few are answered.
IITHE QUALITY OF LABOR AND
GROWTH ACCOUNTING
ONE of the earliest responses to the appearance of a large "residual" in
the works of Schmookler [50],Kendnck[39], Solow [56]andothers
was to point to the improving quality of the labor force as one of its
major sources. More or less independently, calculations of the possible
magnitude of this source of economic growth were made by Schultz
• [53, 54] basedon the human capital approach and by Griliches [22]
and Denison [16] based on a standardization of the labor force for "mix-
changes." Both approaches used the changing distribution of school years
completed in the labor force as the major quality dimension, weighting it
• either by human capital based on "production costs" times an estimated
rate of return, or by weights derived from income-by-education data.'
At the simplest level, the issue of the quality of labor is the issue
of the measurement of labor input in constant prices and a question of
correct aggregation. It is standard national-income accounting practice
1 Kendrick [39] had a similar "mix" adjustment based on the distribution of the
labor force by industries. Bowman [10] provides a very good review and comparison
of the Denison and Schultz approaches.
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to distinguish classes of items, even within the same commodity class,
if they differ in value per unit. Thus, it is agreed (rightly or wrongly)
that an increase of 100 units in the production of bulldozers will increase
"real income" (GNP in "constant" prices) by more than a similar
numeric increase in the production of garden tractors, Similarly, as long
as plumbers are paid more than clergymen, an increase in the number
of plumbers results in a larger increase in total "real" labor input than a
• similar increase in the number of clergymen. We can illustrate the con-
struction of such indexes by the following highly simplified example:
Number Base Period
Labor Category Period 1 Period 2 Wage
Unskilled 10 10 1
Skilled 10 20 2
• Total 20 30
The index of the unweighted number of workers in period 2 is just
N2 =30/20=1.5.The "correct" (weighted) index of labor input is
10+2X2050 F
• L2 = = — = 1.67.The index of the average quality of l0+2X1030
labor per worker can be defined either as the ratio of the second to the
first measure or equivalently as the "predicted" index of the average





• Note that we have said nothing about what happened to actual
relative wages in the second period. If they changed, then we could have
• also constructed indexes of the Paasche type which would have told a
similar but not numerically equivalent story. It is then more convenient,
however, and more appropriate to use a (chain-linked) Divisia total-
labor-input index based on a weighted average of the rates of growth of
different categories of labor, using the relative shares in total labor com-
pensation as weights.2 To represent such an index of total labor input,
2 See Jorgenson and Griliches [37], from which the following paragraph is taken
almost verbatim, for more detail on the construction of such indexes, and Richter
[48] for a list of axioms for such indexes and a proof that they are satisfied only
by such indexes.
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let L4 be the quantity of input of the Ith labor service, measured in man-
hours. The rate of growth of the index of total labor input, say L, is:
i
— — — —
L
where v1 is the relative share of the lth category of labor in the total value
of labor input.3 The number of man-hours for each labor service is the
product of the number of men, say n1, and hours per man, say h,; using
this notation the index of total labor input may be rewritten:
L A1
L
The index of labor input can be separated into three components—
change in the total number of men, change in hours per man, and change
in the average quality of labor input per man (or man-hour). Assuming
that the relative change in the number of hours per man is the same
for all categories of labor services, say H/H,4 and letting N represent
the total number of men and e1 the proportion of the workers in the lth
category of labor services, one may write the index of the total labor
input in the form:
=— +—+ —.
LHN
Thus, to eliminate errors of aggregation one must correct the rate of
growth of man-hours as conventionally measured by adding to it an index
Where thenotation stands for dx/dt, and ilx represents the relative rate of
growth of x per unit of time; and v1 = p,L,/x,p,L3. In practice one never has con-
tinuous data and so the Laspeyres-Paasche problem is raised again, albeit in attenu-
ated form. Substituting= — for L, one should also substitute v,, =
(v,, + v,,1) for Vjt in these formulae. This is only approximated below by trying to
choose the ps's in the middle of the various periods defined by the respective
This assumption of proportionality in the change in the hours worked of dif-
ferent men, allows us to talk interchangeably about the "quality" of men and the
quality of man-hours. If this assumption is too restrictive, one should add another
term to the expression below, where= hJH is the rela-
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of the quality of labor input per man. The third term in the above expres-





For computational purposes it is convenient to note that this index may
be written as follows:
E Pi
£
where P1 is the price of the lth category of labor services and P'i is its
relative price. The relative price is the ratio of the price of the lth cate-
gory of labor services to the average price of labor services,
In principle, it would be desirable to distinguish as many categories
of labor as possible, cross-classified by sex, number of school years com-
pleted, type and quality of schooling, occupation, age, native ability (if
one could measure it independently), and so on. In practice, this is a
job of such magnitude that it hasn't yet been tackled in its full generality
• by anybody, as far as I know. Actually, it is only worthwhile to distin-
guish those categories in which the relative numbers have changed sig-
Since our interest is centered on the contribution of "educa-
tion," I shall present the necessary data and construct such an index of
input quality labor for the United States,for the period 1940—67,
based on a classification by years of school completed of the male labor
force only. These numbers are taken from the Jorgenson-Griliches [37]
paper, but have been extended to 1967.
Table 1 presents the basic data on the distribution of the male labor
force by years of school completed. Note, for example, the sharp drop
in the percentage of the labor force having no school education
(from 54 per cent in 1940 to 23 per cent in 1967) and the sharp rise in
a.
• 5adjust for changes in the age distribution, one would need to know more
about the rate of "time depreciation" of human capital services and distinguish it
'a fromdeclines with age due to "obsolescence," which are not relevant for a "constant







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































IEDUCATION IN PRODUCTION FUNCTIONS AND GROWTH ACCOUNTING79
the percentage completing high school and more (from 28 in 1940 to
58 in 1967). Table 2 presents data on mean income of males by school
years completed, and Table 3 uses these data together with Table 1 to
derive an estimate of the implied rate of growth of labor input (quality)
per worker.8 The columns in Table 3 come in pairs (for example, the
columns headed 1939 and 1940—48). The first column gives the esti-
relative wage (income) of a particular class and is derived by
expressing the corresponding numbers in Table 2 as ratios to their aver-
age (the average being computed using the corresponding entries of
Table 1weights). The second column of each pair is derived as the
difference between two corresponding columns of Table 1. It gives the
• change in percentages of the labor force accounted for by different edu-
• cational classes. The estimated rate of growth of labor quality during a
• particular period is then derived simply as the sum of the products of the
two columns, and is converted to per annum units.7
For the period as a whole, the quality of the labor force so corn-
puted grew at approximately 0.8 per cent per year. Since the total share
': oflabor compensation in GNP during this period was about 0.7, about
0.6 per cent per year of aggregate growth can be associated with this
2 variable, accounting for about one-third of the measured "residual."
•' A comparison and review of similar estimates for other countries can be
found in Selowsky's [52] dissertation and Denison [18].
Note that in these computations no adjustment was made to the
relative weights for the possible influence of "ability" on these differen-
tials. Also, while a portion of observed growth can be attributed to the
changing educational composition of the labor force, it should not be
2 interpretedto imply that all of it has been produced by or can be attrib-
uted to the educational system. I shall elaborate on both of these points
later on in this paper.
It is important to note that by using a Divisia type of index with
shifting
weights, one can to a large extent escape the criticism of using
These income figures are deficient in several respects; among others: they are
not standardized for age, and the use of a common $44,000 figure for the "over
$25,000" class probably results in an underestimation of educational earnings dif-
5 ferentials. I am indebted to E. F. Denison for pointing this out to me.
2 7 The percentage change so calculated between any two dates, is the same as
would be obtained by weighting the two educational distributions by the base
(weight) period iearnings,aggregating and computing the percentage change.80EDUCATION AND PRODUCTION FUNCTIONS
"average" instead of "marginal" rates (or products) to weight the various
education categories. If the return to a particular type of education is
declining, such indexes will pick it up with not too great a lag and read-
just its weights accordingly. Also, note that I have not elaborated on the
alternative of using the growth in "human capital" to construct similar
indexes. For productivity measurement purposes, we want indexes based
on "rental" rather than "stock" values as weights. It can be shown (see
Selowsky [52]),thatif similar data are used consistently, there is no
operational difference between the quality index described above and a
"human capital times rate of return" approach, provided the capital valu-
ation is made at "market prices" (i.e., based on observed rentals) rather
than at production costs. For my purposes, the construction of "human
capital" series would only add to the "round-aboutness" of the calcula-
tions. Such calculations (or at least the calculation of the rates of return
associated with them) are, of course, required for discussions of; optimal
investment in education programs.
IIIEDUCATION AS A VARIABLE IN
AGGREGATE PRODUCTION FUNCTIONS
MUCH of the criticism of the use of such education per man indexes as
measures of the quality of the labor force is summarized by two related
questions: 1. Does education "really" affect productivity? 2. Is "educa-
tion" and its contribution measured correctly for the purpose at hand?
After all, the measures I have presented are not much more than account-
ing conventions. Evidence (in some casual sense) has yet to be presented
that "education" explains productivity differentials and that, moreover,
the particular form of this variable suggested above does it best. There
• is, of course, a great deal of evidence that differences in schooling are a
major determinant of differences in wages and income, even holding
many other things constant.8 Also, rational behavior on the part of
employers would lead to the allocation of the labor force in such a way
that the value of the marginal product of the different types of labor will
8See Blaug [6] and Schultz [55]forextensive bibliographies on this subject.
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be roughly proportional to their relative wages. Still, a more satisfactory
way of really nailing down this point, at least for me, is to examine the
role of such variables in econometric aggregate production function
studies. Such studies can provide us with a procedure for "validating"
the various suggested quality adjustments, and possibly also a way of
discriminating between alternative forms and measures of "education."
Consider a very simple Cobb-Douglas type of aggregate production
function:
Y =AKaLs,
where Y is output, K is a measure of capital services, and L is a measure
of labor input in "constant quality units." Let the correct labor input
measure be defined as
L=EN,
where N is the "unweighted" number of workers and E is an index of
the quality of the labor force. Substituting EN for L in the production
function, we have
Y =AKaE$N8,
providing us with a way of testing the relevance of any particular can-
• didate for the role of E. At this level of approximation, if our index of
quality is correct and relevant, when the aggregate production function
is estimated using N and E as separate variables, the coefficient of quality
(E) should both be "significant" in some statistical sense and of the
same order of magnitude as the coefficient of the number of workers (N).9
• It is this type of reasoning which led me, among other things, to embark
° The E measure as used here is equivalent to the "labor-augmenting technical
change" discussed in much of recent growth literature. I prefer, however, to interpret
• it as an approximation to a more general production function based on a number
of different types of labor inputs. Allowing changing weights in the construction of
such an E index implicitly allows for a very general production function (at least
over the subset of different L types) and imposes very few restrictions on it. An
interpretation of E as an index of embodied quality in different types and vintages
of labor, fixed once and for all and independent of levels of K, would be very
restrictive and is not necessary at this level of aggregation.
• I
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TABLE 4




















































NOTE: All the variables (except for state industry, or time dummy
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in parentheses are the calculated standard errors of the respective
coefficients.
SOURCES:1.Griliches [231, TableI. Dependent variable: sales,
home consumption, inventory change, and government payments. Labor:
full-time equivalent man-years. "Education'' — average education of
the rural farm population weighted by average income by education
class-weights for the U.S. as a whole, per man. Other variables in-
cludedinthe regression: livestock inputs, machinery inputs, Land,
buildings, and other current inputs. All variables (except education)
are averages per commercial farm in a region. 2. Griliches [24], Table 2.
Dependent variable: same asin(I) but deflatedfor price change.
S Labor:total man—days, with downward adjustments for operators over
65 and unpaid family workers. Education: sirtdlar to(1). Other var-
iables: Machinery inputs, Land and buildings, Fertilizer, "Other", and
time dummies. All of the variables (except education and the time
• dummies) are per farm state averages.3.Griliches [25], Table 5.
Dependent variable: Value added per man-hour. Labor: total man-hours.
Skill: Occupational mix-annual average income predicted for the partic-
ularlabor force on the basis of its occupational mix and national
average incomes by occupation. Other variable: Capital Services. All
variables in per-establishment units. 4. Griliches [27], Table 3. De-
pendent, labor, and skill variables same as above. Other variables: a.
and b. Capital based on estimated gross-book-value of fixed assets;
c. also includes 18 Industry and 20 regional dummy variables.
ona seriesofeconometric production function studies using regional data
for U. S. agriculture and manufacturing industries. The results of these
studies, as far as they relate to the quality of labor variables, are sum-
marized in Table 4.'°
In general they support the relevance of such "quality" variables
fairly well. The education or skill variables are "significant" at conven-
tional statistical levels and their coefficients are, in general, of the same
order of magnitude (not "significantly" different from) as the coefficients
of the conventional labor input measures. It is only fair to note that the
• inclusionof education variables in the agricultural studies does not
4
• 10 datasources andmanycaveats are described in detail in the original
articles cited in Table 4 and will not be reproduced here. Note that for manufactur-
• ing, the quality variable is based on an occupation-by.industry rather than education-
•by-industry distribution, since the latter was not available at the state level. On
the other hand, the first manufacturing study (Griliches [25])alsoexplored the
influence of age, sex, and race differences on productivity, topics which will not be
pursued further here.84EDUCATION AND PRODUCTION FUNCTIONS
increase greatly the explained variance of output per farm at the cross-
sectional level, while the expected equality of the coefficients of E and N
is only very approximate in the manufacturing studies. Nevertheless, this
is about the only direct and reasonably strong evidence on the aggregate
productivity of "education" known to me, and I interpret it as supporting
both the relevance of labor quality so measured and the particular way
of measuring it."
There have been a few attempts to introduce education variables in
a different way. Hildebrand and Liu [33] considered the possibility that
an education variable may modify the exponent of a conventional mea-
sure of labor in a Cobb-Douglas type production function. Their empiri-
cal results, however, did not provide any support for such a hypothesis,
partly because of lack of relevant data. They used the education of the
total labor force in a state for the measurement of the quality of the
labor force of individual industries within the same state. But the diffi-
culty of estimating interaction terms of the form E log L implied by their
hypothesis, arises mostly, I believe, because there is no good theoretical
reason to expect this particular hypothesis (that education affects the
share of labor in total production) to be true. Brown and Conrad [13]
have proposed the more general (and hence to some extent emptier)
hypothesis that education affects all the parameters of the production
function. They did not, however, estimate a production function directly,
including instead a measure of the median years of schooling in ACMS
type of time series regressions of value added per worker on wage rates
and other variables. Their results are hard to interpret, in part because
their education variables are fundamentally trends (having been inter-
polated between the observed 1950 and 1960 values), and because the
same final equation is implied by the very much simpler errors-in-the-
measurement of labor model. Nelson and Phelps [46] have suggested that
education may affect the rate of diffusion of new techniques more than
their level. This would imply in cross-sectional data that education affects
the over-all efficiency parameter instead of serving as a modifier of the
labor variable. Nelson and Phelps do not present any empirical estimates
of their model. Without further detailed specification of their hypothesis,
it is not operationally different from the quality of labor view of educa-
11 Somewhat similar results have also been reported by Besen [5].EDUCATION IN PRODUCTION FUNCTIONS AND GROWTH ACCOUNTING-85
tion in a Cobb-Douglas world, since any multiplicative variable can
always be viewed as modifying the constant instead of one of the other
variables.'2
No studies, as far as I know, have used a human capital variable as
an alternative to the labor-augmenting quality index in estimating pro-
duction functions. While at the national accounting levelit need not
make any difference which variable is used, the two approaches used in
a Cobb-Douglas framework would imply different elasticities of substi-
tution between different types or components of labor. Consider two
alternative aggregate production function models
Y = = AKaN$E$
where E = and the ri's are some base period rentals (wages)
for the different categories of labor, and
Y =
where H is a measure of "human capital." To be consistent with the E
measure it would have to be based on a capitalization of the wage differ-
entials over and above the returns to "raw," unskilled, or uneducated
labor (r0)Thus, approximately
H = (r1 —
whereis a capitalization ratio on the order of one over the discount
rate. Note, that given our definitions we can rewrite H as
H = ö(EN —roN)ÔN(E —rç,)
12 Data from the 1964 Census of Agriculture may allow a test of the Nelson-
Phelps hypothesis. These data provide separate information on the education of
the farm operatorasdistinct from that of the rest of the farm labor force. The
• Nelson-Phelps hypothesis implies that the education of entrepreneurs is a more
crucial, in some sense, determinant of productivity than the education of the rest
• of the labor force.
13 An H index based on costs (income forgone and the direct costs of schooling)
would be similar to the one described in the text only if all rates of return to dif-
ferent levels of education were equal to each other and to the rate used in the con-



















S—Mean school years completed of the ruralfarm population (25
yearsold and over). E—Logarithm oftheschoolyears completed
distribution of the rural farm population weighted by mean income of
allU.S. males, 25 years and over in1949. Mean incomes from H.
Houthakker [34]. E2—Same as E except that the weights are mean
wage and salary income of native white males (over 25)in1939.
Mean incomes by school years completed computed from the 1940
Census of Population, Education, Washington, 1947, pp. 147 and 190.
Other variables are the same as in row1 of Table 4.
SOURCE: Unpublished mimeographed appendixtoGriliches [23].
and substituting it into the human capital version of the production func-
tion we get
Y (i —
Thus, the H version implies that the production function written in terms
of E is not homothetic with respect to E. Moreover, it implies that the
elasticity of substitution between H and N is unity, while the E version




Various Education Measures in an Aggregate
Agricultural Production Function
(Sixty-Eight Regions, U.S. 1949)
I
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types of labor (the N,) is infinite, at least in the neighborhood of the
observed price ratios.
While such different assumptions are not operationally equivalent,
it is probably impossible to discriminate between them on the basis of
the type and amounts of data currently available to us. Consider the last
equation; it differs from the straight E version by having a different
coefficient on E than on N. If we estimate the E equation in an H world,
we shall be leaving out the variable log(1 —r0/E)with a c coefficient in
front of it. But log(l —r0/E)is approximately equal to —r0/E, since
r0/E < 1, and the regression coefficient of the left out variable, in the
form of 1 /E on the included variable log E, will be on the order of one,
for not too large variations in E. Hence, the estimated coefficient of E in
• an H world will be on the order of 2c, which is not likely to be too dif-
• ferent from the coefficient of
More generally, itis probably impossible to distinguish between
various different but similar hypotheses about how the index E should be
measured, at least on the basis of the kind of data I have had access to.
•
Whetherone uses "specific" or national income weights, or just simply
the average number of school years completed, one has variables that are
very highly correlated with each other. This is illustrated by the results
reported in Table 5, based on an unpublished appendix to my 1963
study. Our data are just not good enough to discriminate between "fine"
hypotheses about the form (curvature) of the relationship or the way in
which such a variable is to be measured.
• IVAGGREGATION
OBVIOUSLY, in constructing such indexes of "quality" (or human capital)
we are engaged in a great deal of aggregation. There are many different
types and qualities of "education" and much of the richness and the
mystery of the world is lost when all are lumped into one index or num-
ber. Nevertheless, as long as we are dealing with aggregate data and ask-
ing over-all questions, the relevant consideration is not whether the under-
lying world is really more complex than we are depicting it, but rather


























SOURCE: From Table 3
decide that one index of E hides more than it reveals, our response will
surely not be "therefore let's look at 23 or 119 separate labor or educa-
tion categories," but rather what kind of two-, three-, or four-way dis-
aggregation of E will give us the most insight into the problem.
From a formal point of view, we can appeal either to the Hicks
composite-good or to the Leontief separability theorems to guide us in
the quest for correct aggregation. If relative prices (rentals or wages) of
labor with different schooling or skill levels have remained constant, then
we lose little in aggregating them into one composite input measure.
A glance at the "relative prices" for different educational classes reported
for the United States in Table 3 does not reveal any drastic changes in
them. Thus, it is unlikely that at this level of aggregation much violence
is done to the data by putting them further together into one L or E
index. Similar results can be gleaned from a variety of occupational and
skill differential data (see Tables 6 and 7). In general, they have re-













SOURCE: From U.S. Bureau of Census, Trends in Income of Fam-
ilies and Persons in the U.S.: 1947 —1964,Technical Paper No. 17,
Washington, 1967, Table 38.
numbers and other aspects of the economy.'4 In fact, the apparent con-
stancy of such numbers constitutes a major economic puzzle to which
I shall come back later.
When we abandon the notion of one aggregate labor input and are
faced with a lis.t of eight major occupations, eight schooling classes, sev-
eral regions, two sexes, at least two races, and an even longer list of
detailed occupations, there doesn't seem to be much point in trying to dis-
tinguish all these aspects of the labor force simultaneously. The next small
step is obviously not in the directiona very large number of types of
labor but rather toward the question of whether there are a few under-
lying relevant "dimensions" of "labor" which could explain, satisfac-
torily, the observed diversity in the wages paid to different "kinds" of
labor. The obvious analogy here is to the hedonic or characteristics
approach to the analysis of quality change in consumer goods, where an
attempt is made to reduce the observed diversity of "models" to a smaller
set of relevant characteristics such as size, power, durability, and so
forth.'5 One can identify the "human capital" approach as a one-dimen-
14 The constancy of relative differentials implies a rise in absolute differential and
a rise in the incentive to individuals to invest more in their education.
15 See Griliches [261 and Lancaster (411 for a recent survey and exposition of such
an approach.
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TABLE7
Ratios of Mean Incomes of U.S. Employed and Salaried Males:
Professional and Technical Workers to Operatives and Kindred
Year
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sional version of such an approach.16 Each person is thought of as con-
sisting of one unit of raw labor and some particular level of embodied
human capital. Hence, the wage received by such a person can be viewed
as the combination of the market price of "bodies" and the rental value
of units of human capital attached to (embodied in) that body:
w, =w0+ rH, +
where u4 stands for all other relevant characteristics (either included
explicitly as variables, controlled by selecting an appropriate sub-class,
or assumed to be random and hence uncorrelated with He). If direct esti-
mates of H are available, this type of framework can be used to estimate
r. If proxy variables are used for H, such as years of schooling, age, or
"experience," one can proceed to the estimation of income-generating
functions as did Hanoch [31] and Thurow [59] which, in turn, can be
interpreted as "hedonic" regressions for people. Alternatively, if one is
willing to assume that the implicit prices (w0 and r) are constant, and
one has repeated observations for a given i, one can use such a frame-
work to estimate the unobserved "latent" variable. Consider, for
example, a sample of wages by occupation for different industries: If one
assumes that occupations differ only by the amount of human capital
embodied per capita, and that the price of "bodies" and of "skill" is
equalized across industries, then this is just a one-factor analysis model,
and it can be used to estimate the implied relative levels offor differ-
ent occupations. Of course, having gone so far one need not stop at one
factor, or only one underlying skill dimension. The question can be
pushed further to how many latent factors or dimensions are necessary
or adequate for an explanation of the observed differences in wages
across occupations and schooling classes?
This is, in fact, the approach pursued by Mitchell [44] in analyzing
the variation of the average wage in manufacturing industries by states.
He concludes that one "quality" dimension is enough for his purposes.
He does, however, make the very stringent assumption that the implied
16 Actually, it could be thought of as a two-dimensional or factors model, body
and skill, but since each person is taken to have only one unit of body (even a
Marilyn Monroe), the Bdimensionbecomes a numeraire and for practical purposes
this reduces itself to a one-factor model.
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relativeprice ratio of bodies to human capital, or of skilled and unskilled
wages (w0/r),isconstant across states and countries. This is a very
strong assumption, one that is unlikely to be true for data cross-classified
by schooling. Studies of U. S. data (see, e.g., Welch, [62] and Schwartz
[511 have in general found significantly more regional variation in the
price of unskilled or uneducated labor than in the price of skilled or
highly educated labor, implying the nonconstancy of skill differentials
across regions (and presumably also countries).
In a recent paper, Welch [63] outlines a several dimensions model
of the general form
w,,= w01 + + r27S21
where i is the index for the level of school years completed, jisthe index
for states,and S2 are two unobserved underlying skill components
associated with different educational levels. This is not strictly a factor-
analysis model any longer, both because the r's are assumed to vary
across states and because no orthogonality assumptions are made about
the two latent skill levels. With a few additional assumptions, Welch
shows that if the model is correct one should be able to explain the wage
of a particular educational or skill level by a linear combination of wages
for other skill levels and by no more than three such wages (since there
are only three prices here: two "skills" and one "body"). The linearity
arises from the implicit assumption that at given prices any unit of S1 or
S2 (and "body") is a perfect substitute for another. Thus, even though
• different types of labor are made up of a smaller number of different
qualities which may not be perfectly substitutable for each other, because
the whole bundle is defined linearly, one can find linear combinations of
several types of labor which will be perfectly substitutable for another
type of labor. For example, while college and high school graduates may
not be perfect substitutes, one college graduate plus one elementary
school graduate may be perfect substitutes for two high school graduates.
Welch analyzes incomes by education by states and concludes that in
general one doesn't need more than three underlying dimensions to
explain eight observed wage levels, and that often two are enough. It is
• not clear whether Welch is using the best possible and most parsimonious
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with oblique factors could not be adapted to this problem, but clearly
this is a very interesting and promising line of analysis.
The approximate constancy of relative labor prices by type, the
implicit linearity of the Welch model, and some scattered estimates of
rather high elasticities of substitution between different kinds of labor or
education levels (e.g., Bowles [8]), all imply that we will lose little by
aggregating all the different types of labor into one over-all index as long
as our interest is not primarily in the behavior of these components and
their relative prices.
VABILITY
THIS is a very difficult topic with a large literature and very little data.
What little relevant data there are have been recently surveyed by Becker
[2] and Denison [17]. It has been widely suggested that the usual income-
by-education figures overestimate the "pure" contribution of education
because of the observed correlation between measured ability and years
of school completed. On the basis of scattered evidence both Becker and
Denison decide to adjust downward the observed income-by-education
differentials, Denison suggesting that all differentials should be reduced
by about one-third.
It is useful, at this point, to set up a littLe model to help clarify the
issues. Assume that the true relation in cross-sectional data is
Yis income, sisschooling and A is ability, however measured.
The usual calculation of an income-schooling relation alone leads to an
estimate of a schooling coefficient (br,) whose expected value is higher
than the true "net" coefficient of schooling (J31), as long as the correlation
between schooling and the left out ability variable is positive. The exact
bias is given by the following formula:
=+ f32bAs
where bAa is the regression coefficient in the (auxiliary) regression of
k
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theleft out variable A On 5, the included one. Moving to time series now,
and still assuming that the underlying parameters and /32) do not
change, we have the relationship
=/3o+/31S + /3214 +U
wherethe bars stand for averages in a particular year. Now if is
derived from cross-sectional data and is used in conjunction with the
change in the average schooling level to predict (or explain) changes in
Y over time, it will overpredict them (give too high a weight to
unless A changes pan passu. But it is assumed that the distribution of A,
innate ability,is fixed over time and hence, its mean (A) does not
change.This,therefore,isthe rationale for considering the cross-
sectional income-education weights with some suspicion and for adjusting
them downward for the bias caused by the correlation of schooling with
ability.
I should like to question these downward adjustments on three
related grounds: 1. Much of measured ability is the product of "learn-
ing," even if it is not all a product of "schooling." Often what passes for
"ability" is actually some measure of "achievement," and the argument
could be made that it in turn is determined by a relation of the form
Aa0+a1S+a2QS+a3LH+a4G+v
where S is the level of schooling, QS is the quality of schooling, LH are
the learning inputs at "home," and G is the original genetic endowment.
If one were to substitute this equation into the original relation for Y




where bQ3.3 is the relation between the quality and quantity of schooling
in the cross-sectional data, and the "total" coefficient associated with
changes in total "reproducible" human capital (including that produced
at home) by
+ /32 Ia,+ + a3bLJf.8 I
wherebLH.8 summarizes the relation between learning at home and at94EDUCATION AND PRODUCTION FUNCTIONS
school in cross-section. Now while the simple coefficient of income and
schooling mayoverestimate the partial effect of schooling (f3i) hold-
ing achievement constant, it may not overestimate that much, if at all,
the "total" effect of schooling. 2. The estimated downward adjustments
for ability may be overdone particularly in the light of strong interaction
of "ability" and schooling as they affect earnings. That is, since the rela-
tion between A and Y holding S constant is strong only at higher S levels,
b43 may be quite low, and the bias in the estimated may not be all
that large. 3. Moreover, the whole issue hinges on whether or not A as
measured has really remained constant over time. To the extent that
proxies such as father's education are used in lieu of "ability," it can be
shown that at least their levels did not remain constant.
It is probably best, at this point, to confess ignorance. "Ability,"
"intelligence," and "learning" are all very slippery concepts. Nor do we
know much about the technology of schooling or education. What are
the important inputs and outputs, whal is the production function of
education, how do the various inputs interact? Some work on this is in
progress (see Bowles [9]) and perhaps we will know more about it in the
future. We do know, however, the following things: 1. Intelligence is not
a fixed datum independent of schooling and other environmental influ-
ences. 2. It can be affected by schooling.17 3. It in turn affects the amount
of learning achieved in a given schooling situation. 4. Because the scale
in which it is measured is arbitrary, it is not clear whether the relative
distribution of "intelligence" or "learning abilities" has remained con-
stant over time.
The doctrine that intelligence is a unitary something that is estab-
lished for each person by heredity and that stays fixed through life
should be summarily banished. There is abundant proof that greater
intelligence is associated with increased education.. ..Onthe basis
of present information it would be best to regard each intellectual
• ability of a person as a somewhat generalized skill that has devel-
oped through the circumstances of experience, within a certain cul-
• ture, and that can be further developed by means of the right kind
• of exercise. There may be limits to ability set by heredity, but it is
probably safe to say that very rarely does an individual really test
¶ such ljmjts18
iT See e.g., the studies of separated identical twins summarized in Bloom [7J.
18 Guilford [28],p.619.
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Actually,10 and achievement tests are so intimately intertwined
with education that we may never be successful in disentangling all their
separate contributions. IQ tests were originally designed to determine
which children could not learn at "normal" rates. Consequently, children
with above average 10 are expected to learn at above normal rates. The
effect of intelligence on learning is presumably twofold (or are these two
sides of the same coin?): Higher IQ children know more to start with
and this "knowing more" makes it easier to learn a given new subject
(since knowing more implies that it is less "new" than it would otherwise
be),andhigher 10 children are "quicker." They absorb more for a simi-
lar length of exposure, and hence know more at the end of a given
period. Since schools try, in a sense, to maximize the students' "achieve-
ment," and since achievement and JO tests are highly enough correlated
for us to treat them interchangeably, one might venture to define the
gross output of the schooling system as ability. That is, schools use the
time of teachers and students and their respective abilities to increase the
abilities of the students. From this point of view, the student's ability is
both the raw material that he brings to the schooling process, which will
determine how much he will get out of it, and the final output that he
takes away from it. Hence, at least part of the apparent returns to "abil-
ity" should be imputed to the schooling system.'9 How much depends
on what is the bottleneck in the production of educated people—the edu-
cational system or the limited number of "able" people that can benefit
from it. If, as I believe may be the case, ability constraints have not been
really binding, very little, if any, of the gross return to education should
be imputed to the not very scarce resource of innate ability.
19 Consider two extreme worlds. In one, the only product of the school systems
is "ability" or "achievement." In this world, school years completed are just a poor
4 measure of the product of schools. If correct measures of "ability" were available,
they would dominate any earnings-education-ability regressions and imply zero
coefficients of the school years completed variable. Nevertheless, almost all of the
observed "ability" differential would be the product of "education." A second world
is one in which the educational system does nothing more than select people for
"ability," by putting them through finer and finer sieves, without adding anything
• to their innate ability in the process. Again, an earnings-education-ability correlation
would come out with zero coefficients to education net of ability. Still, in an uncertain
world with significant costs of information, there is a significant social product even
In the operation of grading and sorting schemes. Even in such a world there is a
net value added produced by the educational system, though it may be very hard
to measure it.See Zusman [66] for the beginning of an economic analysis of
sorting phenomena.
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Actually, the little data we have shows a surprisingly poor relation
between earnings and "ability" measures when formal schooling is held
constant. Wolfie summarized the conclusions of such studies as of 1960:
High school grades, intelligence-test scores, and father's occupation
were all correlated with the salaries being earned fifteen to twenty
years after graduation from high school, but the amount of educa-
tion beyond high school was more clearly, more distinctly related
to the salaries being earned.
There is another conclusion from the data, one of perhaps
greater importance. It is this: the differences in income were great-
est for those of highest ability. It is of some financial advantage for
a mediocre student to attend college, but it is of greater financial
advantage for a highly superior student to do so.'°
Examining the tables from Wolfie's studies reproduced in Becker
and Denison, one is struck both by the importance of interaction, and
by the very limited effect of 10 on earnings except for those within the
upper tail of the educational distribution.2' In fact, the IQ adjustment
constitutes only a very small portion of Denison's total "ability" adjust-
ment. One of his major adjustments is based on a cross classification of
earnings-by-education by father's occupation. It is not clear at all why
this is an "ability" dimension.22 Higher-income and -status fathers will
provide both more schooling at home and buy better quality schooling in
• the market. To the extent that these differences reflect the latter rather
than the former, it does not seem reasonable to adjust for them at all.
In most studies that use 10 or achievement tests, these tests are
taken at the end of the secondary school period. Aswe have noted, such
• test scores are to some unknown degree themselves the product of the
20 Wolfie [65],p.178.
• 21 This is also supported by the greater role of "ability" at the lower end of the
educational distribution found by Hansen, Weisbrod, and Scanlon [32]. lQ tests,
• however, are not very good discriminators at the very extremes of the distribution.
For a sample of Woodrow Wilson Fellowship holders, Ashenfelt and Mooney [1]
found that: "The inclusion of an ability variable affected the estimate of the other
• education-related variables only in a very marginal fashion. ... Themisspecifica-
• tions caused by the absence of an ability variable seem to be quite small indeed"
(for samples of highly educated people).
22 .. itis what the parents dointhe home rather than their status characteristics

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































educational system (at the high school and elementary level). To sepa-
rate the "value added" component of schools one would like to have
such scores at a much younger age, upon entry into the schooling system.
I have come across only one set of data, for the city of Malmo in Sweden
(from Husen, [35]),whichprovides a distribution of earnings at age
thirty-five by formal schooling and by JO at age ten.23 They are repro-
duced in Table 8. One of the important aspects of this particular sample
is that it does cover the whole range of both the schooling and IQ dis-
tribution. We can use these data to investigate how much change there
is in the income-education coefficient when 10 is introduced as an explicit
variable.
After some experimentation with scaling and the algebraic form of
the relationship, the following weighted regressions were computed for
these data (nineteen observations) with n/(S.D.)2 as weights:24
log Y = 9.317+ .053S R2 = .589
(.011)
and
log Y =8.938+ .O5lS + .0042A R2 =.836
(.007)(.0009)
where Y is income, S is years of school completed and A is the 10
score. In these data "original" 10 is an important variable, "explaining"
an additional 30 per cent of the variance in the logarithm of incomes,
but its introduction does almost nothing to change the coefficient of
schooling. There would have been little bias from ignoring it.25
Similar results, but based on much more tenuous evidence, can also
be had for the United States. For the United States we do not have yet
any data on earnings by education and ability on a large scale, but we
do have a large body of income-by-education data from the 1960 census
• of population, and a distribution of "ability" (Armed Forces Qualifica-
4,
23am indebted to C. A. Anderson for drawing my attention to these data.
24 The scaling chosen was 6, 9, 13, and 17 and 73, 89, 100, 111, 127 for the
schooling and IQ categories respectively.
• 25 results were essentially the same for the linear and log-log forms. The
semilog forms reported in the text fit the data best on the "standard error in corn-
parable units" criterion. The results are also similar for unweighted regressions,
except that the coefficient of schooling is significantly higher.
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TABLE 9
Regression Coefficients of the Logarithm of income on
Schooling and of "Ability" on Schooling by Regions
b(Log Y)S hAS
Northwest, total .0663 .426
Northcentral, total .0702 .470
South, total .1011 .424
South, nonwhite .0726 .343
West, total .0760 .475
SOURCE: Income by schooling, data from 1960 Census of Pop-
ulation, median income for males age 35—44; schooling extimated as
the midpoint of the class intervals and 18 for 5 +yearsof college
category. "Ability" by schooling, based on the estimated distribu-
tion of the Army Forces Qualification Test for youths aged 19—21 in
1960; from Karpinos AFQT percentiles scaled by the approx-
imate average score (probit) associated with the particular percentile
range (—5, —2, 0, 2, 5 for less than 9, 10—35, 36—64, 65—92, and
93—100, respectively).
On the basis of the above numbers, the implied /3 and y in the
equation = + + are .112 and —.07,respectively.
tion Test) by school years completed based on tabulation of army induc-
tion tests of youths in 1964—65 (Karpinos, [38]).26Sincethe two bodies
of data are not for the same population or time periods, what follows is
very much an approximation, prompted by the desire to see whether
these data could be of some use after all. Consider the equation
log Y1, = a ++
where the index i goes over schooling classes and joverregions. We can-
• not compute this relationship directly, since we do not have the covari-
26The AFQT is primarily an achievement rather than an innate ability test:
• "The examinee's score on the tests depends on several factors: on the level of his
educational attainment; on the quality of his education (quality of the school facili-
• ties); and other knowledge he gained from his educational training or otherwise, in
and outside of the school. These are interrelated factors, which obviously vary with
the youth's socio-economic and cultural environment, in addition to his innate ability
to learn—commonly understood as IQ, nor are they to be translated in terms of
10." From Karpinos, [38]. Thus, itis probably inappropriate to use these data to
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ances of A with log Y, but we do have information on the relationship of
A to S. If we ignore A and estimate a truncated relationship of log Y
on S for each region separately, we would get as our coefficient of S in
each region (using the left-out-variable formula):
Eb1 = +bAsf
where the term bAa is the regression coefficient in the auxiliary regression
connecting the left-out variable A with the included variable S. Since we
have such b/s and bAa, for several regions, we can compute the implied
andy by another round of least squares. Table 9 summarizes such a
computation based on data for five regions of the United States. Note
that implicit in this computation is the assumption that regional differ-
ences in the observed slope of the income-education relationship must be
due to regional differences in the association between schooling and
ability.
The figures reported in Table 9 actually imply a negative y. That is,
if an adjustment were made for ability, it would increase the estimated
influence of schooling on income. This is largely the result of the fact
that the only major difference in the income-schooling slope is observed
for the South (total, white and nonwhite), while the observed increase in
ability with education in the South is only average or even lower.27 Given
the quality of these data, the inherent arbitrariness in the scaling of A,
and the many tenuous assumptions required, these results should not be
taken seriously. But they too do not come up with any strong evidence for
the overwhelming importance of "ability" as distinct from "schooling."28
There are two more points to be made. First, to the extent that
measured ability is an important determinant of earnings only at the
higher education levels, it is not correct to "reduce" the education coefli-
cient,or the weights attached to the higher education classes in the con-
4
27A more detailed analysis using the AFQT-schooling distribution for ten rather
than five regions and mean income by schooling data for males aged forty-five—fifty-
four, yielded very similar results and will not be reported here. I am indebted to
F. Welch for providing me with the adjusted state data on mean income by schooling.
28 Carroll and Ihnnen [15] study of a group of North Carolina technical school
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struction of quality indexes, unless there is evidence that the observed
increases in educational attainment have been associated with a lowering
in the average ability of the educated. I know of no evidence which points
in this direction. There is no evidence that the growth in educational
attainment has been restricted by the drawing down of the "pool of
There is a large body of evidence pointing to the existence
of many high-ability lower-class children who do not go on to college or
finish high school for a variety of economic and social reasons.3° In spite
of the tremendous increase in the number of college graduates in this
country, the distribution of college students by social origin (father's
occupation) has not changed significantly or adversely in the last thirty
years.3' Also, if ability were a major constraint one might have expected
that the observed income differentials would narrow, as poorer-quality
29 See Halsey [30] for a discussion and criticism of this metaphor.
30 See, e.g., Telser [58], and Foiger and Nam [21].
31 The following table adapted from the U.S. Bureau of the Census (Current
Population Reports, Census P-20, No. 132, 1964, "Educational Changes in a Genera-
tion," Table 1) sheds some light on this question:
DISTRIBUTION OF MALES BY YEARS OF SCHOOL COMPLETED, BY AGE, AND BY




















1938—42 — — 88 31
25—34
1928—37 64 27 60 23
35—44
1918—27 62 26 55 19
45—54
1908—17 62 25 55 19
55—64




Similar implications can also be read into the British data reported by Floud and
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people were getting more education.32 This does not appear to have
happened, however. One might even conjecture that as education spread,
the selection processes were actually improved, and hence that there may
be a higher correlation of ability with education today than was true
thirty years It is also possible that our children being taller and
healthier than the previous generations may also be more intelligent.34
The second point to be made is that much of what is used as a
proxy for "ability" is not really an innate ability and need not and has
not remained constant over time. Denison in examining the Wolfie-Smith
data concludes that about 6 per cent of the observed college-high school
income differential can be attributed to the "rank in high school" and
about 3 per cent to 10.These,of course, are not independent, but in any
case, at most 10 per cent of the differential can be ascribed on the basis
of the internal evidence of the Wolfie-Smith data to something that could
be a reflection of innate ability. An additional 7 per cent of the differen-
tial is ascribed to differences in father's occupation. The rest, about half
Unless, of course, the quality of high school graduates deteriorated more than
that of college graduates. Given the relative size of the two groups and the observed
minor effect of "ability" on earnings for high school graduates, this is an unlikely
event, at least as measured by conventional IQ scores. But the widening of the dif-
ferential between elementary and high school graduates may indicate that those who
do not get past elementary education may today be much more affected by ability
constraints and other handicaps than used to be the case in the past.
83 Something like this is implied in the slightly higher regression and correlation
coefficient for the relationship of ability to schooling in the North Central States
than in the South, reported in Table 8. This is also supported by the following table
• taken from a recent article by Turnbull [60], p. 1426; the data are derived from
Waffle's study and from the Project TALENT survey:
PERCENTAGES OF HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES GOING ON TO COLLEGE,
• BY ABILITY GROUP
Ability group Wolfie 1953 TALENT 1960
• Lowest(fourth) quarter 20 19
Third quarter 32 32
• Second quarter 38 54
Top (first) quarter 48 80
4
34The Educational Testing Service recently notified a large number of students
who took the Graduate Record Examination that instead of having scored in the,
• say, ninety-eighth percentile, as previously announced, upon restandardization
• the more recent experience, their scores were more accurately described as being
• in the ninety-fourth percentile. The mean score of men in the 1964—67 norm group
was 5.5 per cent higher on the verbal ability test and 10.7 per cent higher on the quan-
titative ability test than that of the 1952 basic reference group. (See Educational
Testing Service, [19].)
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of the one-third adjustment, is based on the difference between the size
of the over-all differential as reported in these data (for Illinois, Minne-
sota, and Rochester men) and the national average differential. At best,
therefore, this is not an adjustment for "ability" but for regional differ-
ences in income and the regional correlation between average incomes
and levels of education35 Thus, less than one-third of the "one-third"
adjustment is related conceptually to ability per Se.
Even if one allows that the underlying 10 distribution has not
changed over time, the other proxy variables, such as father's occupa-
tion and regional distribution have changed. Consider, for example, the
simple model where father's education is used as a control variable.
Then in cross section we have
=+ + 152SP
• where the subscripts s and F stand for sons and fathers respectively.
If one ignored the education of fathers variable, one would estimate
= $i +
where is probably less than one (the slope of the relationship




Butthe average schooling of fathers has been growing at approximately
the same rate as that of sons! Hence, the total effect of schooling should
be measured by+P2, and the unadjusted is closer to that than
the "net" /3k!
Similarly, the average level of education in the North grew at about
the same rate as that in the South. Since the North had more education
to start with and a higher average wage associated with it, this would
lead to a growth in the share of the North in "total" labor quality. Hence,
if one holds region constant in deriving the educational weights, one
should, on the other hand, also adjust the labor input upward for the
This adjustment is also probably overdone, since we know that education dif.
ferentials in the North Central States were lower than in most of the rest of the U.S.
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fact that the share of the higher quality regions grew at the same time.
Thus, the one-third downward adjustment suggested by Denison may be
a serious overadjustment if what we are interested in is an estimate of
the rate of growth in the total quality of the labor force. One should
recognize, however, that not all of the growth attributed to changing
educational attainment is the nez product of the education system per se.
VITHE PUZZLE OF THE CONSTANCY
OF DIFFERENTIALS
THE main evidence on the relative constancy of educational and skill
differentials in the post-World War II period in the U. S. is summarized
in Tables 3, 6, and 7 and has been alluded to before. Becker [21 (Table
14, p. 128) reaches similar conclusions about the behavior of rates of
return to higher education over time. The puzzling thing is that these
differentials and rates of return should change so little in the face of very
large shifts in the relative numbers of educated workers. Between 1952
and 1966 the ratio of males between the ages of eighteen and sixty-four
in the U. S. civilian labor force with high school education and more to
those with elementary education and less changed from about 1 to 1 to
about 2.5 to 1, and still their relative incomes did not change greatly.
There appear to be four possible explanations of the phenomenon,
three on the demand side and one on the supply side.36 On the demand
side we can conceive three sources of increased demand for skilled
workers which could have counterbalanced the depressing effect of the
increase in their supply: 1. It may just happen that goods that have an
•4; incomeelasticity higher than one have on average a higher skill content
embedded in them than do goods whose income elasticity is less than one.
• 2. It may be that for some reason not yet clear technical change has been
on the average "skill using" and "unskilled labor saving." 3. It is pos-
sible, and plausible, that physical capital is more complementary with
skilled than with unskilled labor. Since physical capital has been growing
:.
36 This section and also parts of Section 4 have been inspired and owe a great
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at a higher rate than the labor force, this would imply also a growth in
the relative demand for educated labor. 4. Finally, it may be that all of
this is essentially a reflection of the nature of the supply of skills. The
most important factor in the production of skill is the labor of students
and teachers. If the production function (time requirements) of skills
does not change much over time, the prices of skilled and unskilled labor
must move roughly in proportion to each other, since skilled labor can
be "manufactured" from unskilled labor in a roughly unchanging way,
using resources whose price is proportional both to the input and output
price of this process. The existence of such a relation does not, of course,
contradict the various demand hypotheses, but makes it very much
harder to distinguish among them.
There is very little empirical evidence on any of these points. Nor is
it obvious that a priori they are all plausible. It is easy, for example, to
think of some commodities such as "food away from home" that have
a high income elasticity and a rather low skill content. A crude check on
the over-all demand hypothesis can be made by investigating whether
changes in employment between 1950 and 1960 by industries have any
association with the average educational attainment of the labor force
in each of the industries. Using data from the 1960 Census of Population
for 149 industries we get a correlation coefficient of about .33 for the
relationship between the percentage change in the employment of males
between 1950 and 1960 and the logarithm of mean school years com-
pleted by industry in This is a statistically significant but not
very strong relationship. A similar calculation for females yields no rela-
tionship at all (r2= —.07).While such a relation could be due to several
causes, there does appear to be something in the demand hypothesis
which may warrant further exploration.
Since we do not know how to measure neutral technical change very
well, the probability of measuring the "skill-bias" of technical change in
• a nontautological fashion is even lower, and I shall not pursue this fur-
ther here. There remains yet the possibility of capital-skill complemen-
tarity which will be explored in the next section.
The figures were taken from the 1960 Census of Population, Vol. I, Part 1,
Table 211 and Vol. II, Part 7F, "Industrial Characteristics," Table 21. The results
of using median years of school completed, a weighted Eindex,and the logarithm
of the Eindexwere almost identical.
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VIIARE PHYSICAL AND HUMAN CAPITAL
COMPLEMENTS?
TO investigate this question we have to start with a three-input produc-
tion-function output depending on capital and two types of labor (or
"bodies" and "skill"). We shall write it in the form
Y =F(K,L, 5)
with the hypothesis to be investigated being that (in the Allen sense):
where the are the respective partial elasticities of substitution. It is
not clear where one could get some evidence on this. At the aggregate
level things are much too collinear to be of much help (moreover, we
• can't really measure anything more than the trends in K, L, and S with
any degree of accuracy). At the micro level, one usually does not have
data on S and K at the same time or place, and what is even worse, one
rarely has any relevant input price data and the price data one has (such
as wages) are subject to significant biases precisely because of the exis-
tence of the third variable 5, significant differences in the quality of the
labor force. The following model may, however, give some hope of
success:38 If one starts with inputs defined per unit of output (assuming
for this purpose constant returns to scale), and measures everything in
logarithms of the variables, one can write (as an approximation), the
demand functions for inputs as
=+ =+
where x4 is the logarithm of the ith input per unit of output, P, is the
logarithm of the "real" price of the jth input, mi's are the respective price
• elasticities = 0),v5 is the share of the jth factor in total cost, and
the are the Allen-Uzawa partial elasticities of substitution=
and < 0). Consider now the special case of three inputs: L—labor,
K—capital, and S—skill or schooling, with the corresponding (rental) prices
W, R, and Z. Then, using the homogeneity condition, we can write
(using lower case letters to denote the logarithms of the corresponding
variables)
38 This model is based on unpublished notes by H. 0. Lewis. See also Mund-
lak [45].
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/ =flu(w—z)+nzk(r—z)+a:
k = flkl(W— z)+ flkk(r—z)+ak
S
andsubtracting the first two equations from the third
S— 1 = — flu)(w —z) +(flak— 771k) (r — z) +(a,— aj)
— k = — fiki) (w — z) +(flak— flkk) (r — z) +(a,— ak)
or
(s— 1) = Vj(ff,1 — gjj) (w — z) +Vk(U,k— (r— z) +Cl
(s — k) = vj(cT,1—(7k!) (w — z) +Vk(0,k— (r — z) +C2
Thehypothesis that skill or education is more complementary with phys-
ical capital than is physical (or unskilled, or unschooled) labor would
imply that the coefficient of (r —z)in the first equation is negative
(cria > and that the coefficient of (w —z)in the second equation
is also negative (0k! > At the same time, one would expect the
other two coefficients to be positive.39
If data were available on the relevant prices, one could estimate
either version, in one case assuming that the approximation is better when
one assumes the demand elasticities to be constant over the observed
range, or alternatively, making the same assumption about the elasticities
of substitution.
There is an additional set of assumptions that may allow us to esti-
mate these questions almost without any price data. If one has data by
state and industry for the two-digit manufacturing industries in the
United States (and assumes that o's are approximately the same for all
these industries, though not the v's), one may hypothesize (a) that the
true rental price of capital rdoesnot differ among states but may differ
as between industries (because of different depreciation, obsolescence,
and risk rates), (b) that the real price of skilled labor has been effec-
tively equalized by migration and the unions, and hence that z is a con-
stant at a point of time, and (c) that the price of pure physical labor
does differ between states (not having been equalized by migration) but
model could be "simplified" further by noting the relationship between
input and output prices and using it to solve one of the input prices, substituting
the output price throughout. But unless one has good data on output prices by states
and industries, or is willing to assume that they are constant, there is little to be
gained from such a substitution.
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is essentially the same for all industries within the same state. The coeffi-
cients of (w —z)could then be effectively estimated by state dummy
variables (or more correctly cross-dummies, if we allow also the v's to
vary, which we'll have to, to achieve identification) and the coefficients
of (r —z)by industry dummies. The expected sign relations could then
be checked by computing the ratio of the respective coefficients in the
two equations (e.g.,v1(o.,1 —Uki) (w— z)should be
negative).
Alternatively, at a more aggregate time-series level, one may assume
that factor prices are changing in the same way for all industries. Then,
using an alternative but equivalent set of two equations, we have
(s —1)= — (w— z) +vL(o.k— O'Zk) (r — z)
(k—I)=Vj(.lkj — (w —z)+ Vk((Tkk— 0k)(r —z)
In time series we expect that the rate growth of r —zwill be negative,
that the rate of growth of (w —z)may be positive (due to the larger
increase in S over time) but close to zero, which should lead to a positive
correlation between the change in (s —1)and (k —1)under our hy-
potheses, with the regression coefficient of (s —I)on (k —1)being less
than one. This is implied by our hunch that< 0 and<
(T4j<Ott> 0.
A preliminary and crude foray into data for twenty-eight "two-digit"
industries in the United States in 1949 and 1963 yielded some not very
strong support for the hypothesis outlined here.4° There is a positive
40 The limits of this set of data are based on the availability of time series on
gross capital stocks in constant prices at the two-digit level, These are derived from
a forthcoming book by M. Gort. (I am indebted to Michael Gort for making these
yetunpublished data available to me.) The list of industries runs through ten manu-
facturing industries from "food" to "other transportation equipment," and nine other
large industries: mining, railroads, electric utilities, gas utilities, telephone, contract
construction, wholesale trade, and retail trade. The capital stocks are as of begin-
fling of 1949 and 1963. Total employment for these industries for 1948 and 1963 is
taken from BLS Bulletin the percentage of the male labor force that con-
sists of professional and technical workers is taken from the "Occupation by Indus-
try" volumes of the 1950 and 1960 Census of Population; and the wage of unskilled
labor is identified with the median earnings of laborers who worked 50—52 weeks
in these industries and is taken from the respective 1950 and 1960 Census volumes
on occupational characteristics. Denoting total employment by N and professionals
as a fraction of the labor force by P. S is given by N•P and L, the level of the
" 4 "unskilled" labor force by N(l—P). All the regressions and correlations were com-
puted using total employment in 1963 as weights.
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relationbetween capital per unskilled worker and skilled worker per
unskilled worker across these industries. The simple weighted correlation
coefficient between the logarithms of these variables is .48 in 1949, .50 in
1963, and .47 for the change in these variables between these two years.4'
Assun]mg that the omission of the capital-rental variable does not sig-
nificantly bias the other results (this is equivalent to assuming that it is
uncorrelated with the unskilled labor wage rate across industries), we get
the "right" signs in the regressions s —Iand s —kon w. The estimated
coefficients in the two equations are respectively 4.4(.9) and —2.0(1.8)
for 1949 and 2.6(.5) and —.8(.8) for 1963. The second of the four
coefficients is the one we are most interested in, as it is proportional to
—0k1and is negative, as expected, but this finding, however, is not
statistically "significant" at conventional levels. Similarly, the regression
coefficient of —1)on —1)is positive and less than one (.47 with
an estimated standard error of .17), but again this result should not be
taken too seriously. It could be due to common errors in the measure-
ment of I and the spuriousness arising out of the appearance of L in the
denominator of both variables. Better and more extensive data for test-
ing such hypotheses is being assembled, but their analysis is only in its
earliest stages.
VIIITENTATIVE SUMMARY
THERE are a large number of important topics which have not been even
touched upon in this survey. I have neglected the very important one of
the interaction of on-the-job training, schooling, experience, obsolescence,
and aging. I have also said nothing about different types of education
41 While such correlation coefficients are "significant" at conventional levels, the
over-all fit is quite poor and there are a number of notable outliers. The chemical
industry has a high capital-labor arid a high skill ratio, but the electric machinery
industry has a high skill ratio and a relatively low capital-labor ratio, while the utility
industries have very high capital-labor ratios but only average skill ratios. Similarly,
the highest rates of growth in capital-per-man occurred in this period in mining and
construction. Mining had also probably the highest rate of growth in the relative
number of highly skilled workers, while construction had one of the lowest. There
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and the measurement of the quality of education. Nor have I discussed
models of optimal investment in human capital or the correct treatment
of the educational sector and the investment in human capital in a more
comprehensive set of national accounts. Hopefully, many of these topics
will be dealt with by other participants in this conference.42
It would seem to me that the over-all state of the measurement of
the contribution of education is in reasonably good shape and has been
validated by econometric studies. What needs more work is the elucida-
tion of the processes of production of human capital and the determinants
of the rates of return to different types of educational investment.
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Most of this comment concerns the role of education in aggregate
production functions and in growth analysis. Some brief remarks on the
income-education-ability interrelation conclude the comment.
I. THE ROLE OF EDUCATION IN AGGREGATE PRODUCTION FUNCTIONS
AND IN GROWTH ANALYSIS
For a long time, a major puzzle in the growth literature wasthat
the total measured growth in inputs did not add up to measured growth
in output. Consider this puzzle in the context of an aggregate production
function Y =F(X1,... ,Xm)which gives output Y as a constant returns
function F of m inputs X1,...,X,,,.Taking the growth rate of both sides:
:- Y/Yv1Xi/X1 +...+VmXm/Xm (1)
where v4 is the relative marginal product share of =(aF/t3X4)X4/Y].
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The puzzle in the literature was that, when observed values of the mag-
nitudes on the right were plugged in, they did not add up to the observed
value of Y/Y. The difference, or residual, was often vaguely referred to
as "technical change." It was not (to my knowledge) until the important
paper by Griliches and Jorgensen [4]thatthe terms on the right of (1)
were measured carefully and completely enough to add up to Y/ Y. They
accomplished this full "explanation" of growth in substantial part by
their quality correction to observed labor growth (reviewed in Section II
of the current Griliches paper).
However, this "explanation" of growth of output in terms of growth
of inputs may be viewed as only the first of two prinicipal levels of
growth explanation. At the second level, one may ask why the inputs
grew as they did, particularly inputs like physical and human capital,
which axe endogenous to the economic system. In an aggregate modeling
context, the first level of explanation requires only the specification of
an aggregate production relation; the second level of explanation requires
enough additional relations to form a complete growth system. There is
a large neoclassical growth literature devoted to such complete aggregate
growth systems; but, unfortunately, this literature has not come to grips
with the problem of how to treat education. While under the influence of
Griliches' stimulating paper, I have had some thoughts on this problem
which I would like to relate here.
Griliches suggests two ways in which an aggregate production func-
tion might include education (defined in a broad sense):
Y =F(K,H,N)andY =F(K,EN) (2)
In the first case, output Y is given as a constant returns function of
) physicalcapital K, human capital H, and the number of workers N.
In the second case, output is given as a constant returns function of phys-
ical capital K and quality-corrected labor EN, where N is the number of
workers and E is a labor-augmenting quality multiplier. The two bypothe-
ses are not observationally equivalent (nor exclusive for that matter);
but, as Griliches points out, it is doubtful that available data can distin-
guish them by ordinary production-function estimation methods. How-
a
• ever, if the two versions of (2) are built into complete growth models
in what appear to be "natural" ways, they yield quite different implica-
tions about long-run growth behavior. Perhaps these implications can be
used to distinguish the two functions empirically.EDUCATION IN PRODUCTION FUNCTIONS AND GROWTH ACCOUNTING 117
First,consider very briefly the standard neoclassical growth model




Here K =dK/di;s is a constant gross savings rate; 8 is a constant de-
preciation rate; and n is a constant population growth rate. F, like all
production functions used here, is assumed to exhibit constant returns to
scale. Given some very weak additional restrictions of F and the param-
eters, Model A has a unique, stable, equilibrium growth path on which
Y/ Y =K/K=n.(For a reference to a derivation of this standard result,
see footnote 1.) Heuristically, the reason K, and thus Y, are limited to
growth rate n in equilibrium is that diminishing average returns to K as
K/N rises prevent K/N from rising indefinitely. Put another way, K can-
not grow indefinitely faster than N because N will ultimately become
• scarce enough relative to K to bottleneck further growth in K/N. The
• observed output growth rate in real life is of course larger than the
population growth rate n. So there is here an unexplained difference, or
residual, between the observed output growth rate and the rate Y/Y =n
predicted by Model A. Thus, at both the first level of growth explanation
of equation 1 and at the second level of growth explanation of Model A,
the literature has been puzzled by an unexplained residual. (To invoke
an exogenously given rate of Harrod neutral factor augmentation in
Model A is of course no more of a real explanation of the second level residual
than invoking the catch phrase "technical change" is an expla-
nation of the first level residual.)
Now introduce education into Model A via the first of functions (2)




where s' and 8' are savings and depreciation parameters for human
capital. If human capital is treated in parallel to physical capital, then
these equations seem a natural extension of Model A. Under some weak
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restrictions on F and the parameters, Model B has a unique, stable,
equilibrium path on which Y/Y =K/K=H/H=n.1This is the same
result as for Model A, and for the same reason. K and H cannot grow
indefinitelyfaster than N because N willultimately become scarce
enough relative to K and H to bottleneck growth to rate n. Thus, the
residual between the observed level of Y/Y in real life and the predicted
rate Y/Y =nis the same in Model B as in Model A, despite the inclu-
sion of human capital in Model B.
Now introduce education into Model A via the second of function





where s' and 6' are a savings and a depreciation parameter regulating
growth in E. Since E is a productivity multiplier with an implicit "per
worker" dimension (in contrast to H which does not have a per worker
dimension), it is appropriate that the first term on the right of the E
equation is in per worker units (that is, divided by N). Let L =EN=





Displayed in this form, Model C shows a symmetric treatment of the two
inputs K and L. That is, neither input grows at an exogenously given
rate, as the labor input does in both Models A and B. Hence the equiib-
• riurn behavior of Model C is different. Under some weak restrictions on
F and the parameters, Model C has a unique, stable, equilibrium path
on which:
1Referencesto derivations are neededforModels A, B, and C. For Model A, the
path-breaking article by Solow [5] will still do as well as any. For Model B, I do not
know of a reference which is right to the point, but the results will be grasped
immediately by anyone who understands Model A. For Model C, see Conlisk [21.EDUCATION IN PRODUCTION FUNCTIONS AND GROWTH ACCOUNTING 119
Y/Y=K/K=L/Lg(s,s',o,o',n)>n (4)
(+,+,-,-,+)
where g is a function which is related to F and which has partials of the
indicated signs. (For reference to derivations, see footnote 1.) Note espe-
cially that Y/Y > n in equilibrium. That is, in strong contrast to Models
A and B, Model C can explain the difference, or residual, between the
observed level of Y/ Y in real life and the population growth rate n. The
sensitivity of Y/Y to all the parameters 91 Model C is another strong
contrast with Models A and B (where Y/Y =n,regardless of other
parameters).
These results suggest that Model C, which centers around Griliches'
function Y =F(K,EN),is more relevant to real life than Model B, which
centers around Griliches' function Y =F(K,H,N).The victory of the
Y =F(K,EN)function over the Y =F(K,H,N)function, of course, de-
pends on the other relations in Models B and C also. However, I think
I have rounded out Models B and C in a "natural" fashion, given the
conventional ways of doing things in the growth literature.
If we now make the distinction between equilibrium and disequi-
librium behavior in Models B and C, we can go considerably further in
discussing their contrasting relevance to real life. Start with the question
of whether it is Model B's equilibrium or disequilibrium behavior which
should be tested against real economies. As discussed above, equilibrium
is reached in Model B when the ratios K/N and H/N get so large that
the relative scarcity of N bottlenecks further growth in K/N and H/N.
It would seem that even a rich country like the United States is nowhere
near this situation. Surely the amounts of physical and human capital
per worker in the United States are not so large that workers cannot sus-
tamany further increases. (In part, this is what Griliches is saying when
he argues in Section V of his current paper that further educational
attainment is not restricted by past "drawing down of the 'pool of abil-
ity'.") This suggests that the relevant part of Model B's behavior is its
disequilibrium behavior when K/N and H/N are far below their equilib-
rium levels.
If the last paragraph is correct, it might be asked why numerical
studies of the speed of adjustment of neoclassical growth models do not
show more clearly that such models cannot reach equilibrium in anything120EDUCATION AND PRODUCTION FUNCTIONS
like relevant time periods. There is a simple answer. Suppose a speed of
adjustment study uses a Cobb-Douglas function of the form Y =AKIONa
(as several studies have). It would be conventional to use an a-value of
about a =.7,on the grounds that .7 .is about labor's relative share of
output. However, labor's relative share is in large part due to the human
capital embodied in labor. So, in the expanded function Y =
an appropriate value for a is probably very much less than .7. But it can
be shown (see Conlisk [1], for example) that the speed of adjustment of
a model like Model B is very much faster for larger values of a than for
smaller values of a. (a is the crucial exponent because N is the bottle-
necking input.) Thus, the available numerical studies tend to underesti-
mate the time it takes for neoclassical models to approach equilibrium,
because these studies give much too high a value to a (or the correspond-
ing magnitude in non-Cobb-Douglas models).
Once a case is made that real life growth corresponds to the dis-
equilibrium behavior of Model B, economists are likely to look for a
new model which describes real life growth as equilibrium behavior.
Equilibrium analysis is easier to work with than disequilibrium analysis.
(A good example of this is unemployment theory. Unemployment is a
disequilibrium state with respect to the classical macro-model; so econo-
mists have naturally gravitated to Keynesian models which describe
• unemployment as an equilibrium state.) Starting from Model B in search
of a model with a shorter run equilibrium, an obvious question is—will
Model C do?
In Model C, equilibrium is reached when K/L reaches its equilib-
rium value. But equilibrium constancy of K/L =(K/N)/Eis possible
• both for very high values of K/N and E (such as for a rich country)
and for very low values of K/N and E (such as for a poor country).
Thus, Model C's equilibrium behavior applies to both rich and poor
countries. This indicates that the equilibrium behavior of Model C is
• much shorter run in nature than that of Model B (which applies only to
economies so rich that they can sustain no more physical and human
capital per worker). Putting this argument another way: there is no
mechanism in Model C by which increases in K/N and E can result in
;: abottlenecking scarcity of N. Workers are able to handle effectively
unlimited amounts of capital and education per worker. That is the situ-
ation that real economies are now in—able to handle more capital and
education per worker.
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The discussion thus far may be summarized in the following points:
1.Growth explanation may be viewed from two levels—a first
level, centering on an aggregate production function, in which growth
in output is explained in terms of growth of inputs; and a second level,
requiring a complete system of equations, in which the growth of both
output and inputs is explained.
2.At both levels of explanation, the literature reflects puzzlement
at the difference, or residual, between the amount of output growth
observed in real life and the amount of output growth explained by the
economic models.
3.Griliches suggests two ways of including education in an aggre-
gate production function—the Y =F(K,H,N)form and the Y =F(K,EN)
form. If one uses the measurement techniques of the Griliches-Jorgensen
work, the puzzle of the residual at the first level of explanatioxr can
apparently be solved with either production function form (though they
in fact concentrate on the Y =F(K,EN)form).
4.If one straightforwardly expands Griliches' two production func-
tions to complete models, and if one sticks to equilibrium analysis, the
puzzle of the residual at the second level of growth explanation can
apparently be solved only with the Y =F(K,EN)function.
5.More specifically, the equilibrium state of Model B, which is
built around the Y =F(K,H,N)function, is a state in which the amount
of physical and human capital per worker are so great that a relative
scarcity of workers bottlenecks further growth in K/N and H/N. The
real world seems nowhere near such a state, though it seems impossible
to rule out the possibility of such a state in the distant future. Thus, if
Model B is currently relevant at all, it would seem that its disequilibrium
behavior is what is relevant.
6. On the other hand, the equilibrium state of Model C, which is
built around the Y =F(K,EN)function, appears to be much shorter run
in nature. As in real life, the workers in Model C are always ready to
handle effectively greater amounts of physical capital and education per
worker.
7.All this adds up to a tentative preference for Griliches' Y =
F(K,EN)function over his Y =F(K,H,N)function, at least in currently
popular growth modelling contexts.
In my opinion, the growth model literature is far too little concerned
with questions of interpretation and practical relevance; so I am grateful
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toGnliches for stimulating a helpful viewpoint on the Model B versus
Model C issue. One can hope that Griliches and other education experts
will in the future delve further into what I have here called the second
level of growth explanation. Growth model theorists and education
experts would seem to be more natural allies than their past cooperation
indicates.
II. THE INCOME-EDUCATEON-ABILITY INTERRELATION
Four brief remarks on the ability issue will conclude my comment.
1.The determination of a person's income involves a number of
jointly dependent variables and a number of independent variables. Vari-
• ables like wealth and debt would ordinarily be included along with income
in the dependent variable list, while variables like parents' education and
age would be included in the independent variable list. Variables like
education and ability might fall in either list, depending on the time
• period involved and the exact way the variables are defined. In any case,
a simultaneous-equations model seems needed to handle the situation.
Yet individual income determination analysis more often than not centers
• on a single equation with income the dependent variable. In studying
macroeconomic income determination, economists would typically reject
this single-equation approach outright, even though the macro problem
is probably a conceptually easier one (since an economy does not have
a life cycle in any sense relevant here, and since the law of large numbers
operates strongly to simplify aggregate behavior). Thus, I think Griliches
is taking a useful line when (in the third paragraph of his Section V)
he starts taking a simultaneous-equations view of things.
2.I sometimes worry that economists will no sooner get the ability
issue apparently nailed down than the whole bias problem will arise again
• with respect to another type of excluded variable, which I shall call moti-
vation. Consider two men of junior college education who are apparently
• similar in every way except that one has a very high IQ (measured at
age ten, say) and the other a very low JO. The usual hypothesis in the
literature is that the high-IQ man may be expected to earn more. How-
ever, one might ask why the high-JO man never finished college and how
the low-JO man got that far. A plausible suggestion is that the high-IQ
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man has considerably less motivation. If this suggestion is correct and
applies across human beings in general, then we have another explana-
tory variable, collinear with education and ability, which needs to be
included if the quantitative effects of various determinants of income are
to be sorted out.
3.The matched data on income, education, and age ten 10 which
Griliches presents for Malmo, Sweden, are of great interest, since they
are just the sort of data which are often asked for. However, I'm not
sure the data show what Griiches says they show. In Gniiches' regres-
sion of income on education and JO, using this data, education and IQ
are both highly significant and quantitatively important. Nonetheless,
excluding the 10 variable from the regression has virtually no effect on
the estimated coefficient of education. This must mean that education and
10 are not very collinear. If such is the case, then this data set cannot
contain much information on excluded-variable bias for data sets where
education and JO are considerably more collinear.
4.Finally, I might review here some small bits of evidence I have
recently collected on the income-education-ability interrelation. In Conlisk
[3] I suggested two approaches for getting around the lack of matched
data on a person's earnings, education, and ability. The first approach
was to substitute occupation as a proxy for earnings, and then to use
data from psychologists' and educators' studies of intelligence (in which
matched data on occupation, education, and other variables are routinely
recorded). This approach was illustrated with a human development sam-
• plc of about seventy men. Occupation at age thirty was used to construct
a proxy for income; education was measured as years of schooling; 10
measures were available for a number of age levels from infancy to
eighteen years; and various background variables were also available.
In a series of regressions with the earnings proxy the dependent variable,
education was highly significant and 10 highly insignificant in every
regression run. The second approach for getting around the lack of
matched income-education-ability data involves aggregate observational
units. Data from separate samples, which are unmatched on individuals,
may be matched on the aggregateunits. Two illustrations of this
approach were presented—the first a cross-state analysis using World
War I army intelligence test data and income-education data from other124EDUCATION AND PRODUCTION FUNCTIONS
sources, and the second a cross-occupation analysis using World War II
army intelligence test data and census income-education data. In the
cross-state analysis, the education variable dominated the ability variable.
In the cross-occupation analysis, however, the ability variable displaced
about half of education's explanatory importance.
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One of the characteristics of a superb craftsman, like Zvi Griliches, is
that he leaves a discussant very little room for examining problems of
commission. Even were this not so, I still would feel compelled to focus
my remarks on a set of issues with which Griliches dealt hardly at all;
namely, the conceptual problems of education as an input to a produc-
tion function.
I am quite uneasy about the way we economists, theorists, and
econometricians are thinking about our dynamic production functions
these days. I am concerned that somehow we think the "production func-
tion" of growth economics is the same as the "production function" in
the old theory of the firm. I think they are quite different animals.
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Notso many years ago, before the focus of interest turned to
growth and related topics, the production function, in its setting of the
neoclassical theory of the firm, was a reasonably clear and solid concept.
To produce a given quantity of output certain minimal (alternative sets
of) inputs were required. Some of these inputs were needed because they
went into the product, like the eggs and milk that go into cake. Others
were required because certain operations needed to be performed on the
former; an egg beater, a stove, electricity to power both, and man time
to operate and control. This notion of a production function one can
almost "feel." While, of course, the kinds of production functions we
played with in the theory of the firm were much more aggregate than
this, beneath the aggregate we could think of a set of more solid produc-
tion functions.
Underlying (or related to) this concept of the production function
there are a number of related notions. Behind the scenes is the notion of
a well-defined production set, with certain possibilities known, and others
unknown, and nothing blurry about the distinction between the two.
With all possibilities perfectly known, there really is no problem of tech-
nological efficiency. Neither are there problems with making optimizing
choices of factor mix.
As we economists have broadened our concerns beyond the rela-
tively uninteresting questions of the comparative statics of a very statical
firm, our concept of a production function has also broadened and, I
maintain, become very different, although we often write and crank turn
as if they were the same. Surely, variables like accumulated research and
development expenditure, or investment in extension, have no place in
the earlier concept of the production function. Common use is evolving
a new definition of the production function, which includes anything and
everything that explains output differences (including overtime). Prag-
matically this may be convenient. But certainly the older, more solid,
concept has fallen by the wayside and there is no reason why concepts
associated with it, such as perfect knowledge and optimal choice, should
be associated with the new. But sometimes we seem to carry them over
mechanically.
Which brings me to education and the production function. In the
old concept of the production function, labor simply operated (coopera-
tively with machines) on the used-up inputs. With this concept it certainly
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makes sense to think of some minimal body of experience that the worker
has to have in order to make a cake. (Some investment is needed in
order to obtain the relevant knowledge.) And beyond that level it is
easy to think of how, at least up to a point, more experience could make
the worker more effective. At the simplest level, less time might be spent
looking at the recipe, the set-up operations (getting out all the ingredients)
might take less time, etc. In this case experience would be "labor aug-
menting." It also is possible that a more experienced worker would use
less materials per cake (no wastage) and by working faster would
require less reserved machine time. In this case experience would be
"total-factor-productivity" increasing. And there are other forms one can
think of. If one associates education (a chefs' school?) with experience,
one can, within this concept of the production function, think meaning-
fully about how education enters.
However, I maintain that more experienced chefs making a constant
cake is not what the observed high returns to education are all about.
It is well known that the educated elite do not have dirty (or doughy)
hands. I have not taken the trouble to look up what our college-educated
members of the work force do, as compared to those with less education.
I am confident that most of them are in positions requiring them to make
decisions of one kind or another on the basis of information, which it
would be difficult or impossible for them to interpret without their edu-
cational background, or a lot of special training or experience. And the
decisions are real ones, itis not a matter of simply following a static
• decision rule, or recipe, more efficiently. This certainly is a reasonable
•j characterizationfor doctors, scientists, lawyers, business executives, and
government officials. Generally they are in an environment of consid-
erabie flux so that the decision problems they face do not follow a regular
routine, not because someone neglected to draw one up but because such
problems cannot be made fully formal and routine. Periodically or con-
• tinuously persons in these professions face the problem of having to
learn about something new.
The notion that our better educated people are more adequately
equipped to make, or learn to make, decisions, is at once obvious, and
very difficult to fit into our traditional production function concept. The
reason, of course, is that in our theory of the firm—the unit that operates
the production function—no one makes decisions. There is no process ofEDUCATION IN PRODUCTION FUNCTIONS AND GROWTH ACCOUNTING 127
decisionmaking. Decisions (or actions) simply occur and are optimal.
And there is nothing to "learn." Everything relevant to decision making
simply is known.
I think these are serious problems in the theory of the firm and in
the concept of the production function in the theory of the firm, but that
is not my concern here. For certainly within the concept of a production
function that is evolving for analysis of economic growth we are not stuck
with the traditional formulation. How should we proceed to model?
Edmund Phelps and I made a left-handed try, a few years ago,
to build a simple model in the spirit of my discussion here. Making deci-
sions regarding new technological options certainly is an archetype of
the kind of situation where, I argued here, education should have payoff.
Thus, we developed a little model of education as a variable influencing
the rate of diffusion. One predictive implication is that the returns to
education would be greater, the faster the pace of technological change.
Finis Welch, in a recent paper, appears to have found just that. One
policy implination is that the returns to an R & D project should be lower
the lower the educational attainments of the people who could use the
results. If right, this has some significance.
Another model, in this spirit, that I have recently developed, relates
education to a head start on learning a specific set of tasks. Education
on the part of the new worker is a substitute for experience. One impli-
cation of this is that the cost level of an industry will be related to its
pace of expansion, but that the penalties of rapid growth will be less
when the young work force is well educated than when it is not. This
model seems to explain the high costs of rapidly expanding industries in
certain less developed countries, and also why countries like Taiwan
seem to have less trouble with the worker inexperience problem. The
model has some implications for both educational and manufacturing
policy in the less developed countries.
• I give these examples not to push my own work but rather to sug-
gest that there may be real payoffs from modeling education in quite
different ways than those on which Griiches focuses and which seem to
have drawn the lion's share of the attention up to now. Predictive and
policy implications are not insensitive to specification. Clearly a lot more
thinking needs to be done about education in dynamic production
functions.
ii-